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You'd Never Guess Who I Spent The Night With
By Beth Weilenman

They look like any five young men. Their hair
length ranges from medium short to shoulder length.
They like to work on weekends so they can spend
more of the week at home. They like to know a girl's
opinion of Women's Liberation.
They performed for a crowd of about 2,800 in the
Orlando Municipal Auditorium. Collectively, they are
called the Guess Who.
Individually, they are Burton Cummings, lead
vocalist, who also plays flute, harmonica, guitar and
piano; Kurt Winter, who plays lead guitar; Greg
Leskiew, also lead guitarist, Jim Kale, bass guitarist
and Garry Peterson, drummer.
Before the concert, Cummings, who has shoulder
length dark hair, played a medley of songs on the
piano, from a big band-radio routine, The Marches,.
Cummings wants to go into the African jungles during

the group's vacation time in January and February.
He enjoyed Hilo, Hawaii, which he found refreshing
after New York, Chicago and Detroit and was
impressed with the fact he could walk right out into
the Hawaiian jungles near his hotel.
Winter spent most of the pre-concert time in the
dressing room tuning his guitar, but after the show
he explained the group's plan to visit Europe during
January and February to a fan. Currently the Guess
Who is performing most of their. concerts during the
weekends. This allows them to return home
frequently to Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada, a-nd the
group prefers the weekend shows to long road tours.
1:all Greg Leskiew noticed this reporter's key chain
which has a large rhinestone ring attached, and he
commented that "Big Bertha" of the Royal American
Shows, could wear one that size. Later, he asked this

reporter's opinion of the Women's Lib Movement.
Kale was one of the few members of the group who
thought "American Wo.m an" would be successful as a
single. And of the group's recent experience in
work~ng ;~ith Johnny Cash for his television program,
he said, It was a real experience. They really go out
.of their way to make you comfortable."
. Peterso~, during the show, walked backstage after
his American Woman drum solo and grinned at
Winter, who was concentrating ~n ·a complicated
guitar progression. "He's 'crazy - you know that "he
said. Speaking more seriously, about the Presid~nt's
Ball, when he and the rest of the group performed for
Prince Charles and Princess Anne, he said, "It was
.more like a dinner dance. Gary Puckett was better,
(Continued on Page 4)

Ten Mascots
Enter
Semis
.,..........,,,,,11.IHH
Organizations Asked
To-Back Nominations

We Live in the. Present
By the Past, but
for the . ..

~

The mascot comm'ittee received 203 suggested names for the FTU '

masc~t. The com.mit.tee sc~e~ned these and found the following ten ·
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selections to be m its opm1on the best choice for the semifinalist
position:
Golden Hawks, Conquistadors,
Golden Paladins, Barracudas,
Novas, Scorpions, Centaurs,
Comets, Argonauts, and Knights of
Pegasus.
The next step in the process of
selecting a mascot for the school is
"Campaign Week" which begins
Charges that Tau Fraternity
Monday, November 9 through violated rush procedures were
Friday, November 13th. During dismissed Sunday by a 4-2 vote of
campaign week, organizations on the Inter-Fraternity Council
campus may put posters, build Judicial Board.
floats , or put on acts around the
This action was approved
university to make students aware Tuesday morning in the regular
of the mascots they will be voting meeting of the IFC.
fo'r on November 16 and 17.
Charges filed by Kappa Sigma
If a .fraternity, sorority, club, or Fraternity alleged that Tau
group on campus would like to F r aternity allowed rushees to
show school spirit by promoting a attend a football practice during an
mascot during campaign week, send IFC-proposed moratorium. Judicial
one r epresentative from . your Board Chairman Scott D' Amato
organization t o the FuTUre said Tuesday that the char~es were
newspape r o ff ice ' room 118 drop p ~ d on the ba~1s the
Administration building at 12 noon '~oratormm rule was n?t m effect
on Friday, November 6. Each
be.cause IFC Rush Chairman Terry
representative will have a chance to Gwmn h~d suspended . the rule
draw from a hat one of the co °:c~rning moratorium and
semifinal mascot selections.
notif 1 ~? both Tau and TKE
Before posters are put in place, fraternities. Apparently he. ~ould
acts or floats are demonstrated not contact the other fraternities to
Mrs. Mary Davis, a member of th~ notify them also. KSA, upon seeing
mascot committee should be two .rush~es at the Tau football
notified. She may be reached at practice, filed cha~~es to the effect
2661. The committee will then be of the broken rule.
informed of what is about to
At the hearing the prosecution
happen and they will be on hand to moved to dismiss the case on lack
evaluate the groups' efforts.
of evidence (no-rule-it had been
The organization which doe8i the suspended by proper authority),
most to support a mascot (even if . and the board voted 4-2 to pass it.
this mascot is not chosen in the
Besides D'Amato, chairman, the
voting to be FTU's mascot) will win other judges on the board were:
the "Outstanding Group Effort Chris Wilson (XA), Jeff Junkins
Trophy" which is on display in the
(KSA), Steve Stein (XA), Don
Library lobby display case.
Jacobus (TKE), Wayne Evans
(PAE) and Brian Poole (SSX).
·
Head prosecutor was Ralph
Bundy, who was assisted by Kevin
Wadsworth. The executive board,
made up of Dick Powell, D'Amato,
Gene Armstrong and Lloyd
Pranksters, vandals, thieves really, Richardson, accepted the judicial
made quite a. haul on campus last board's recommendation.
week.
(Continued on page 12)
More than a half dozen large
·wooden signboards, erected by
Student Government around
campus during the elections, were
stolen. '

IFC Dismisses
TAU ~ Charges

BOYS WILL BE BOYS, especially when there aren't any wrong doers to arrest and lawmen have time on
their hands. Actually, this Orange County sheriff's deputy had an illegal M-80 firecracker in hishand and
was about to heave it at the car of another deputy. Scene was Rock Springs Park where lawmen had set
up barricades to keep out a rumored influx of "hippies". The horseplay helped pass the time.
(Photo by Chuck Seithel).

-

Save The County Close The Park
Rock Springs Park and Wekiwa
Park, two favorite weekend retreats
for FTU students and their families,
were closed last Sunday by order of
Orange County Commissioner Ben
Benham.
The official reason given was that
a "peace" gathering of more than
1,000 young people in Rock
Springs the Sunday before had
threatened to turn into a riot.
Acting on rumors that the Sunday
happening would happen again last
Sunday, the parks were closed and
guarded throughout the day by
armed lawmen from the Orange
County Sheriff's Dept., Florida
Highway Patrol and local constable
officers.
The officers turned away
everyone, including some irate
out-of-state tourists.
Since the county has previously
stressed that FTU and the
community in which the university
operates are integrally interrelated
and since the Rock .Springs
situation involves mostly students,
some of which were FTUers, the
FuTUre decided to investigate.
The probe revealed nothing but
questions, paradoxical situations
and contradictions.
Benham was called the night
before the park was supposed to be
closed. He said it would indeed be
shut, and that it had been the
sheriff who suggested it to him.
The sheriff's office later insisted
that it had been the county
commission's decision.

Vandals Are Out,
Sign Boards Swiped

Sheriff's deputies said there was little for the lawmen and other
considerable drug use and sale going assorted onlookers to do but stand
on during the previous gathering around, talk about guns, tell jokes
and that the "hippie types" were and look at car engines.
well stocked with rocks and bottles
The only real action came when
for an all out confrontation.
one of the deputies pulled out an
Several FTU students who were M-80 firecracker, lit it and tossed it
there reported that it was the into the woods.
"cleanest" get-together they had
Later, the samedeo.uty,horsing
seen locally.
·
around with an officer in a car, lit
The F.uTUre also asked several another firecracker and exploded it
a t t o r n e y s a b o u t
th e beneath the first deputy's car, after
constitutionality of closing public which the driver playfully tried to
parks on nothing more than rumor run the first deputy down.
of a rumble. The lawyers opined
Firew·o rks are illegal in the State
Physical Plant reported that a
Student Government run-off
that it appeared the closings were of Florida, and the powerful M-80 number of traffic sign~ were :Uso ~lections were held Monday for the
legally unjustified.
explosives have been outlawed report~~ torn from their moonngs offices of Freshman Natural
Sciences Senator and Freshman
To see for itself, the .FuTUrewent generally throughout the U.S.
! ·and spmt~d away.
.
.
to Rock Springs early Sunday
More teenagers arrived, but were ' ~ccordmg to S~ President .Jim Social Social Sciences Senator.
morning. The day was clear, perfect told they would be violating the Stringer, the materials for the signs Winners were David Sebastian in
for an outing. Early fog was county regulations if they tried to cost $120. The cost didn't include Natural Sciences, and John Brooks
in Social Sciences.
dissipating quickly along the narrow, enter the park.
labor of making them.
rural road leading west from
One long-haired radio station
"I'm not accusing any individual
Of a total of 384 freshmen
Apopka toward the park.
· newsman approached a senior or group on the campus," Stringer
Suddenly, an Orange County de~uty, ~ape recorder in hand, for .said, "but they were definitely eligible to vote in Natural Sciences,
Sheriff's car roared past doing more an mterv1ew.
stolen. No one had permission to 24 exercised their right, giving
l:;ebastian a majority of six over his
than 70 mph crossing a yellow "no
"Look out, there's a tape recorder take them."
passing" line in the process.
behind you," shouted an officer in
Stringer said SG was near opponent. Thirteen of .t he 318
eligible freshnwm voted ~n the
Action must be picking up at the warning.
investigating.
park. The smoking cop car was
"It's not on," the newsman
The road signs were being Social Sciences contest, with
Brooks winning by one vote.
followed (as closely as possible) to protested.
replaced this week.
the park entrance. Once there, the
''No comment," was all the
deputy driver casually pulled up to fellow got when he asked why the
·a half a dozen other officers, got park was being closed.
It's In ThP. Fu TU re
out and socialized.
The general discussion among
.page 41 •
Great TKE Kidnap ..
Road blocks were thrown up onlookers and officials who were
.page 3.
Dormitory
Hotbed
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
several hundred yards in front of standing a~ound waiting for the
the entrance and all traffic was confrontation that never came,
.page 7
Enrollment Hits 5,.11 9. . . . . .
turned away. There were very few concerned how bad it ~as .~hat. th~
.page .'9.
Frat Launches POW letter Drive
young people, with long hair .making young people were havm,g <?rg1es
.page 10
Sentinel Columnist.Speaks . . .
a bid to get in, so there was very
(Continued on page 12)

Sebastian, Brooks
Winners In Run-off
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To Get To The Other Side
Will the Spanish bayonets in front of the Administration Building
ever bloom .. or have they already?
Why aren't there more windows in the buildings on campus?
Why aren't there any areas for late-night studying other than the
noisy dorm lounges?
Whatever happened to the following committees? ... .Street Naming
Committee, .... Entrance Marker Committee and .... University Parking
Committee.
Will the dorms ever have names?
Why aren't arrangements made by the University so that Dr. Stoner
can spend more time on campus?
·
Will FTU have a mascot in time for the fir':,,t basketball game?
When will the pendulum clock in the Engineering Building begin to
swing?
Why is space for a dress code wasted in the Student Handbook since
the code is not enforced?
·
Why did so few students go out for Greek rush?
Will the crack in the swimming pool ever be fixed? If so, will it be
heated?
Why is the Art Department the "forgotten stepchild" of the
University when it comes to facilities?
Why does the faculty-st\ ff lounge close at 1 :30 p.m.?
Why is there not a decent coke machine in the entire Administration
Building?
Why are there so few benches on campus?
Why aren't students able to recognize trash cans?
Why are there only 17 female professors to over 200 male profs?
Will FTU have an alma mater in time for the next graduating class?
Why does school spirit only last for one basketball game?
Why doesn't FTU follow the Univ~rsity of Florida's lead and ban pop
quizzes?
wm there ever be enough dorm space to house the students desiring
to live on campus?
Will the complaints of two students that an FTU professor was using
obscenity in his classroom force the release of that professbr?
Why is it that the longer a professor is at ·FTU, the fewer classes he
teaches, especially the deans and department heads, who constitute
some of the best teachers?
Why was the Library Building built on a spring which was plugged
up?
Why was a man-made lake created when the dirt that was excavated
was used to plug up the spring? And why is the lake now polluted?
Why aren't professors in their offices during posted office hours?
Why doesn't FTU explore the possibility of organizing club football?
Why can't the FuTUre find any more problems?

Sympathy For The Devil_
By JOE AKERMAN
PREVIEW: "Sympathy for the Devil" was made by Jean-Luc Godard
~"La Chinoise," "Weekend") in 1968 right after the events of May in
Paris. The film is a complex series of. images in support and
. counterpoint of each other ("The wo.rds are less important than the
music, and the music is less important than the process.") . The
recurrent images are prhparily of the Rolling Stones - working out the
title song in a recording studio, but the diverse images mixed in are the
ones that help give us an idea of what the film is about . .There are two
things that the viewer should be advised of to help clarify some of the
meaning Godard intended: 1) Godard had the firial scene (Eve
democracy being hoisted up by the crane) silent; the producers added
the final track of the title song. 2) Godard's title for the film was "One
Plus One," leaving the answer to the viewer and implying that the
revolution is never finished.
("Sympathy for the Devil" will be shown next Tuesday and
Thursday, Nov. 10 and 11 in the Science Auditorium at 8:15 p.m.
Admission is $1.

•
...

"It's not really a polluted river .. .it's just a funny

vc Gets A Break lletters Wn W4t £bttnr
On Guess Who Fest
The Guess Who cost the Village
Center $7 ,500, which does not
include the costs for security, the
auditorium and insurance. About
2,.560 tickets were sold at $3 and
$4, and the VC expects to break
even on the concert.
The show was never designed to
be a profit-making event, because
the group was offered to the
students by the using part of the
student activity fee money. Tickets
were priced low, to be within the
range of most students.
V.C. Assistant Program Director
Linda Eastman was disappointed in
the audience, because there were
several attempts at gatecrashing,
some successful. Although security
could always have been made
tighter, she said that the fault lay
with the young people who tried to
take advantage of the situation.
The attempts to attend without
paying would not deter the VC
from presenting another widely
known group in the future , she
said, adding that they learned how
to handle the situation next time.

CAMPUS GLANCES
An art reception for Hans Krenn,
whose paintings are being exhibited
in the Library Building Lobby, will
be Tuesday, Nov. 10, from 2 to 4
p.m. in the Library Lobby.
Refreshments will be served, and
visitors will be able to discuss
Krenn 's works with him.
FTU students and the public are
invited by the Village Center and
FTU Library to attend.

FLORIDA TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY
STUDENT SENATE BILL NO. 3-6
CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT CHANGING THE POWERS
AND DUTIES OF THE PRESIDENT AND VICE-PRESIDENT OF
THE STUDENT BODY.
Be it resolved that Article III, Section 5, Subsection D of the
Constitution of the Student Body of Florida Technological University
shall be amended in the following manner: The words "Call special
mee t ings of the Student Senate and" in line one ( 1) and the words "the
Senate and" in line two (2) shall be stricken . The amended subsection
shall read "Preside without a vote over all meetings of the President's
Council."
Section 7, Subsection A shall be amended in the following manner:
The words "in the absence of or at the request of the President." in
lines two (2) and three (3) shall be stricken. In their place shall be the
words "without vote. He has the power to call special meetings of the
Student Sen ate." The amended subsection shall read: "The
Vice-President of the Student Body shall preside over the Student
Senate without vote. He has the power to call special meetings of the
Student Senate. He shall succeed the President in case of the
President's removal, death, resignation or inability to discharge his
duties. He shall coordinate all committee activity of the Student
Senate."
Submitted by
Senator Bill Lawton
College of Education

smelling, soft sidewalk."

·d .

An Open Letter to "The Slimy
Toad," from FTU Food Service:
Dear Toad:
·
Upon reading your volumn in the
latest issue of FuTUre we would
like to take this opportunity to
reply to your article on the food
service at FTU.
First of all, we would like to state
that this article is a ridiculous
exaggeration and a gross fabrication
of facts. Looking over the article,
we must admit that it did have
merit in soi::ne of its points. Your
FTU cafeteria has at its disposal
two highly qualified chefs who have
had many ·years experience
previously and have well-earned
reputations as chefs.
In reference to the section on
rusted eating .utensils we have only
this to say: All FTU eating ware is
made of stainless steel, and
STAINLESS STEEL DOES NOT
RUST! As far as the hair situation
goes, all cafeteria personnel are
required to wear either hats or hair
nets. This leads us to the conclusion
that any hair which you find in
your food must be your own!
The FTU Food service feeds
approximately · 1700 students per
day. With our doors swinging open
and shut almost 3,400 times in a
single day, flies have ample
opportunity to enter. If you would
be kind enough to look around you
next time you come in to see us,
you will find located around the
ceilings of both the snack bar and
dining room, insecticide dispensers
strategically placed to keep eating
areas as "fly-free" as possible.

The Educated Man
Who Can He Be? .
This is the second in a series of
six articles on the educated man.
This week Dr. Charles Gilliland,
Dean, College of Business
Administration relates to the
students , his concept of the
educated man.
"To educate implies the
expansion, the strengthening, and
the disciplining of the mind. An
educated individual , therefore, has
in his developmental period
achieved these aspects of intellect.
~~An
educated man must be
considered in relation to the society
of which he is a part. Therefore an
,
educated man of the present must
be something quite different from
one of the early period of our
There is no single process to
achieve the goal of education.
Self-study h1'stor1·cally contributed
educated men to Our So ciety, i.e.,
Abraham Lincoln, and the process
is still ~ · valid one: Formalized

At every table in the entire dining
room are ingenious little devices
known as ashtrays, commonly used
for depositing cigareete butts and
ashes. However, students seem to
find it more convenient to use their
food trays for this purpose, and
subsequently complain about
stained trays.
In answer to your complaints
about the food we must reply in
the following manner: Sorry we
don't cook your food "just like
MOM used to," but your mom
didn't cook fo'r a state university. If
she did, you'd be eating in a
cafeteria anyway. By the way,
when was the last time you had a
meal at home when you had a
choice of three entrees and three
vegetables all at the same time?
In conclusion, we ask that next
time you eat with us here at FTU
and take inventory of your tray,
just r~er the other 1699
students who have successfully
partaken of what you call "retch"
without bodily or mental harm.
A Student Employee
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education processes of the present
day should guide and speed the
development toward this
1intellectualgoal.
''Finally, may I stress the breadth
indicated in the initial statement
above. To me, an educated mah is
not - only proficient in an area of
specialization but, in addition , has
an interest in and some
understanding of a wide variety of
aspects of the culture of which he is ' Advisor · · • · · • · • Todd B. Persons
a part. To me, this breadth concept ' The "Fu T Li re" is the weekly
is the underlying principle for our newspaper of Florida Technological
environmental studies program in University. at Orlando, Florida. The
this University."
cFuTUre is P.u~lished by . President
.
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NOTICE!
Graduating seniors must notify
t he b oo ks tore by noon TODAY
concerning the number of
announcements and name cards
they will need.

harles N . Mill 1can and written and
edited by and for the students at Florida
Technological University. •
The FuTU.re reserves the right to
refuse to print any letters which are
submitted . All letters must bear the full
name and addr-ess of the person (or
PE'.rsons) submitting them. Names will be
withheld on request. Address all letters
to·· Editor, F u TU re, p .0. Box 25,000
Orlando, Florida32816.
Entered as second class matter at the
1•
.!'ost Office a! Orlando, Florida.
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Dormitory Hotbed
Ma.y Be Re-made

,.

Earth's Mr. Clean

• .•
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Solutions to the problems of the residential units are underway,
according to President Millican and Vice President Brown. Actual work
with students will begin as soon as a residential delegation is selected by
the dorm students. The selection of i·epresentatives had been df'llayed
pending a decision on the
formation of RHA,
the next two weeks.
The student Government bill Representatives will most likely be
concerning the merger of WRA and selected from elected officers.
MRA was vetoed by Vice President
Thus far two major steps have
Millican, who also vetoed it. In been taken toward the solving of
explaining his decision, President the problems. President Millican
Millican said "After much careful met with students in the dorm
deliberation on this matter, I do lounge in an informal question and
not find sufficient reason to answer session. Then Brown and T.
override the d"isapproval of the K. Wetherell, assistant to the deans
new RHA organization as presented for housing, met with 14 resident
... However, I am requesting Dr. students at the Ramada Inn, also in
Brown to make arrangements to a question and answer- session. A
contact the appropriate residential list of major questions and
students to provide an organization problems was compiled after each
structure for the residential units. of the meetings.
Among the many possibilities the
A meeting with Dr. Brown, Dean
organization might ·be in the form William Proctor, DeanGwen
of: (1) MRA and WRA, (2) Sarchet, and Wetherell is scheduled
individual house governments, or as soon as the student delegation is
(3) modified or revised plan of official.
RHA, and ( 4) others. Such plans
must be accomplished in full
communication with the Assistant
Lawrence Tanzi of the
to the Dean for Housing and all
Communications Department now
students in the residential units."
Elections for MRA and WRA joins John Mahaffey as a co-adviser
officers are scheduled to be held in for the Young Republicans.

CAMPUS GLANCES

Campus
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Paul Newman stars in "Cool
Hand Luke," which will be shown
in the Science Auditorium at 8 :15
p.m. Friday and Sunday. Admission
is 50 cents. This is one of the
University Movies series.
-o-

L a st Monday FTU hosted a
regional Cooperative Education
Workshop under the auspices of the
Board of Regents State University
system. The purpose of the
workshop was to implement a
provision of the Federal Grant to
expand Cooperative Education in
Florida. Representatives from 12
Florida colleges and junior colleges
attended :
-o-

T he Newman Center is
sponsoring a four-week series of
drug lectures beginning tonight at 8
p.m. in the Winter Park High
School auditorium. Tonight's topic
is "The Medical Facts on Drug
Abuse." The remaining three
lectures will be held November 13,
20, and 27 in the WPHS auditorium
at 8 p.m. All sutdents and faculty
members are invited to attend.

GODARD

r/ttJna

rf/k'

"Sympathy for
the Devil (l+ l)"*
"A movie experience of major importance ...
beautifully and carefully composed, a kind of
testament to Godard's very original, creative
impulse, which is undiminished by the world
he would annihilate."
- Vincent Canby, N.Y. TIMES

"A song of revolution unlike any that's ever
been sung ... Godard's use of a Rolling Stones
recording se!!sion as a grand metaphor for
growth. He devotes half the movie's running
time to this. Scenes of the Stones rehearsing
alternate with sequences of pop political
cartoo~_! .. the informing idea is sheer ge~l}ius."
·

New Line Cinema
and
The Village Center

ATTENTION

A whole system of values must be developed and employed - one m
which both a "wholistic approach," treating ~.ature as an intri~a~e web of
interaction and a "humanistic approach, when humamst1c values
~eplace a "'bigger is better" attitude - if we are to survive.
So said former Secretary of t h e - - - - - - - - - - - - - Instead, runaway progress, just
Interior Stewart Udall, who spoke
to about 450 persons, including for the sake of progress, should be
about 100 FTU students, in the slowed, and reevaluated,
FTU Village Center Multipurpose ·considering the quality of life, not
just quantity.
Room Monday night.
Eco 1o gical progress has been
Udall, who now heads the
international ecological consulting made, with the Everglades airport
organization "Overview Group," in Florida and a skyscraper in San
lcongratulated FTU on its total · Francisco being refused, but the
environmental planning, saying that U.S. population, one sixth of the
the only way for individuals to get world's total, still is using 35 per
.cent of the world's energy, and the
percentage is increasing. Udall
called for a change in these
directions, and a redefinition of
progress.
,
If the environmental values had
been used, Udall said, then there
would be a twt¥nty per cent increase
.in bicycle use, which would have
decreased auto use proportionately.
Children could walk to school,
while now it is often unsafe for
children to challenge cars for
walking space.
Udall did not just pose the
problem; he offered solutions to
the crisis.
.
First, he said, the policies must
be changed, and industries must be
redirected. Second, the individual
must be changed - he must cease
to desire all the mechanical luxuries
offered today, and go back to a
simpler mode of living, realizing if
he demands less, he may receive
more in terms of quality of life.
Third, there must be an increase
in the respect of limits of life,
reorienting existence in terms of
quality, not quantity. Fourth, there
must be a halt to the population,
meaning that coupl~s only have two
children - -all couples, rich and
poor. Fifth, there must be a better
Photo by Blake Mason
way to eliminate wastes, especially
involved with the crisis was to when solid wastes are valuable raw
tackle an ecological problem and materials.
solve it, even at the risk of
Udall admitted the solution was
confronting the establishment.
not short termed, and said the
The Environmental Movement, youth could make or break the
Udall said, is a loose coalition of ecological revolution, because they
individuals concerned with the were receiving the task of turning
quality of life. These are the the direction of the whole country,
conservationists, the environmental elevating the American Dream·.
consumer, the family planners and
Udall concluded that the ecology
women's liberation front, and the crisis was creating interesting times;
youth. He said that the point has that the challenge may be the most
been reached where a hinge must be interesting since the Revolutionary
forged, a hinge where history can War.
pivot, to change industry, so~iety,
and cultural lives. He mentioned
two bumper stickers, "Be American
Pollute Something," and
"Support a Lesser Los Angeles,_" he
had seen recently, saying people are
becoming aware of the crisis.
1
According to Udall, some causes
of the crisis have been U.S .
industry, which has been_depleting
the world's- resources, U .S".
technology, which can create dams,
but hasn't built a large liveable city;
U.S. mobility, which with cars,
planes and ships, does most to
destroy the planet, as well as All FTU people are urged to
destroying the ties people have with participate in the blood driv~ for
the land· and the attitude that Pedro . Pedro Mendez is a
bigger,fa~terormoreisbetterthan 14-year-old boy who is a
smaller, slower or less. ·
hemophiliac, and needs surgery.
He charged that the Supersonic The blood unit will be on campus
Transport System (SST) is also a November 24. Please help, because
chief offender in the pollution enormous amounts of blood are
crisis .
needed.

1
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Admission $1.00

SENIORS!

FTU SENIORS GRADUATING IN FALL 1970 AND ~IN~ER ]971 WILL BE

PHdTOGRAPHED
327.

FOR THE 1971

PEGASUS

NOV 16 TI-IRU NOV 20 IN GCB

PHOTOS WILL BE TAKEN 9 AM-NOON AND

i

ATTIRE IS AT THE INDIVIDUAL'S DISCRETION.

PM-3 PM.
NO SITTING FEE.

THE

APP0 IN1MENTS MUST BE MADE BY SIGN ING UP AT THE · INFORMATION
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BOOTH ON TI-IE SECOND FLOOR OF THE ADMINISTRATION BUILDING,

PEGASUS YEARBOOKS WILL BE ON SALE IN GCB 327 DURING TI-IE PHOTO
SESSIONS.

REMEMBER YOUR

PHOTOGRAPH MUST BE TAKEN FOR YOUR

COLLEGE STATISTICS TO APPEAR IN TI-IE
'•
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1~71 YEARBOOK.
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WINTER '71
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Save a
century
this
weekend.
If you're heading for the
hills, make sure all you burn
are the hamburgers.
That tree you pick to
picnic under is probably
older than your grandfather.
And the first hundred
years are the hardest.

THE GUESS WHO in the middle of a big number at
the Auditorium last week. The top rock group played

Blister Card
Assortment for
the Artist and
Draftsman

UTISfS,DBIWllG PflCllS

to a SRO audience of appreciative fans. (Photo by
Jon Findell).
Advertising contributed for the public good.

Guess Who?
(Continued from Page 1)
because he has a nightclub act, and this was a
nightclub audience."
He was also unsure of "American Woman's" success
at first, saying, "It had been pulled off the album."
He thought the Guess Who was not a strong enough
group to have a successful single under those
conditions.
The group travels widely for their shows - they
played Duke University in Durham, N.C. and
Evansburg, Md., before returning fo Winnipeg the
following Sunday. But they rarely see the cities wh~re
they perform.
Most of the time, they see their motel rooms, the
car, and the auditorium stage. To pass the time, they
play cards, or watch television - even soap operas.
They found the Orlando weather too warm, after
leaving snow-covered Winnipeg. Most of the group
expressed a necessity to see marked season changes.
They see the audiences as being same in the
different countries where they perform, but they
have seen audiences mature since they began playing
10 years ago. The contemporary audience is usually
more responsive and more involved, and Kale said,
"They know when someone's trying to puJl a trick on
them." Peterson attributes this to the public being

The Great TKE Kidnap,
Capital Crime lor Charity

No. 982A Artists' Drawing
Pencils: In five assorted degrees
on blister card.

Louis
Volkswagen

exposed to more types of music, which alsQ has
1
become more sophisticated.
·
Although the music has progressed, the Guess Who
is still able to perform onstage, since they limit their
use of heavy orchestration.
·
.
There was no warmup group, a lesser known band
which usually plays before the featured performers.
The Gu\!ss Who prefer working alone, because the
audience doesn't have to wait for them, and there is
no problem with moving equipment on stage.
The group was given a painting of the "American
Woman," a representation of the Statue of Liberty,
done by Rick Cressman. The men plan to hang it in
their office in Winnipeg.
After the concert, the men were driven to their
motel. During the drive they discussed the
conservatism of the audience, which they considered
unresponsive, and they wondered why "Friends of
Mine" was not requested. At the motel, they debated
who would go for change and the motel door key,
and received the next day's allowance .
But the drive itself interested this writer greatly. It
was her own compact station wagon that carried the
Guess Who to their motel, while they sang to a radio
station's recording of their performance.

98c

Neare~f

DRAFTING PENCILS

Authorized V~lkswagen Dealer

6363 E. Colonial Drive
5 Miles West of F.T.U.

277-7220

Captured By The Bug
'65 DE LUXE BUG

'63 FALCON SEDAN

No. 9820 Othello Drafting
Pencils in five assorted degrees
on blister card.

'68 MALIBU HARDTOP

93c

5-Pak

s495

The FTU IFC will sponsor
Showcase 70 Nov. 15. It will be on
'69 SQUARE BACK SEDAN
a Sunday evening from 6:30-9:30
at the Orlando Municipal
Auditorium. Admission is $1.50
aI)d all donations will go to the
70 DELUXE BUG
victims of Cerebral Palsy . The
showcase will consist of six top
bands from B. J. Booking -Agency.
The bands will be Oxford Blue, The
Barons, Peoples Choice, Raintree
'67 FAIRLANE CONV.
Country, The Brewed, and Image.
Tickets can be obtained from the
IFC office in the V.C. or from any
fraternity members.
..._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _--!!

SJ095

"He sent one of his deputies back for something and that's when we
grabbed him." Thus began one of the most unusual kidnaps in Seminole
County history - when FTU's TKE fraternity snatched Seminole Sheriff
John Polk and held him for four days. The demand ransom ; of $10,000
"will be reached by the end of the - - - - - -·- - - - - - - week."
.
grabbed him and later he called for
TKE's Russ Pryor, chairman of help in telephone interviews with
the fraternity finance committee, the local radio stations, but not
commented on the kidnap caper in very .much of a struggle," Pryor
an exclusive FuTUre interview stated .
The actual grabbing was filmed
Wednesday. The idea, it seems, had
been conceived in April to support andshown~ednesdaynightby two~~-----~~~~~~~~~~-~~~~~------~
a proposed Seminole All-Youth local TV stations. So far to date,
$2,500 in food and clothing and
Shelter.
Sheriff Polk was approached with $3,500 cash has been raised.
the idea of a ransom-kidnap Largest cash contributor was
situation and he was very George Jenkins, owner of the
responsive to it. The actual removal Publix chain of supermarkets, who
took place October 28 at 6 p.m. came to the aid of the sheriff with a
when four TKEs, with another at $2,000 check. The Bishop Moore·
the wheel, removed the sheriff and High School Civinettes won a
spirited him away to a building in WLOF-sponsored contest, amassing
900 points to win a band and a disc
Seminole County.
For four days Sheriff Polk was jockey for an engagell)ent in the
fed cold coffee, bread and communities drive for funds.
A rival fraternitv. PAE. helrl the
sandwiches. He lost 10 pounds. "He
put up a struggle when we first
(Continued on page 12)
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Jf you .don't ~e what you

want.,

h. i. s.
Body Shirt

Carb-Othello Charcoal Pastel
Pencils on blister card - red,
blue, green, yellow, brown.

The shirt that fits like
a Glove. The body shirt
by h. i. s.
The body is you rs.

~ coloreJ cliarcoaljpastels
~ 8iuf11g I Ian Clta~ bi

Beginners Art Set - 12
colored charcoal/pastels in
assorted colors and 1 2-sheet
charcoal pad.

SANFORD PLAZA

OPEN 'TIL 9 P.M.
P. 0. BOX 248 • OVIEDO, FLORI.DA 3276!5

WE HONOR

Five minutes north of F.T.U.
Phone 365-3272

Member FDIC

•

•! 7

•••

m•---'1

ask fo1• it!

s1 so

5-Pak

Set

.• DINER'S CLUB
• AMERICAN EXPRESS

Professional Artists
Colored Charcoal Pencils

WE OFFER

WE ARE THE

NATIONAL &

AUTHORIZED

INTERNATIONAL

DISTRIBUTORS

CERTIFICATION

.EDGEWOOD SPORT CENTER ln1.
5107 E. COLONIAL DRIVE
273-3373

OUR NEXT CLASS
WILL BEGIN NOV. 9

(Across from Highway Patrol Station)

24 HR. AIR FILL SERVICE

available in
6 colors

30' each

FOR ALL
U.S. DIVERS EQUIPMENT

1 iigeorge stuart.
. . . Ph.one 241-3431

COMPLETE SCUBA
RENTAL - SALES - SERVICE

'

133 East ROBINSON
DOWNTOWN ORLANDO

. ..... . .... . ..... ......... . . . ................ ... . . . . • ..t_ , -··
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The brothers of Sigma Sigma Chi
urge all interested persons to give
blood to the Pints for Pedro blood
donation drive when the blood unit
comes to FTU on the 24th of
November. A more worthy cause
for giving blood will never be.
·• 1• 1 Please help . ·us save -· the life
of a 14-year-old boy. All types of
blood are acceptable.
The pledges for the fall quarter
are: Jim Jolly, David Jensen, Joe
Hartman, Stan Horton, Kerry
Hicks, Dennis Hurtley, Pat
.Peckingpaugh, Randy McCully,
iRick Bradley, Ralph Tomlinson,
Bernie Kauelerz. Officers for the
'p ledge class are: President, Joe
l:Iartman, Vice-President, Stan
Horton. The pledges put on a
highly successful car wash last
week, raising a large sum of money
for the fraternity_
The fraternity was the first to
face the ad hoc committee this past
Thursday in order to enter the third
phase of going national.
The Sigma Sigma Chi Sweethearts
will sponsor a bake sale at the
Pantry Pride Grocery Store on
south 436 this Saturday.

pick up a few points by doing
various "deeds" for the sisters.

Sororas Sorority held a swim
party for new pledges last Saturday
night at Grove Park Apartments.
The sisters are proud to announce
the unusual, but happy initiation of
pledge Teri Foster last Sunday
night. Teri was initiated at Orange .
Memorial Hospital where she was
admitted as a result of a car
accident. The fact that she was in
the hospital didn't hamper the
happiness of the occasion.
Pledge initiation was held
Thursday night. After the
ceremony sisters and pledges
attended a party. New pledges are
Chris Abbott, Lynn Lindsey, and
Vicki Williams.
New officers for Sororas are
President, Kittie Wallace; Vice
President and Pledge Trainer, Berna
Thon:ipson, and Secretary, Charlene
Wesley.
The sisters are getting ready to
sponsor a car rally on November
15.

-o-

. Phi Alpha Epsilon is on its way in
defending their Inter-Fraternity
Council sports trophy. Last Friday
at the Cross Country meet PAE's
team of Roger Geyer, Wayne Evans,·
Dan Tressler, David Jones,. and
Dean Leed took and next to a
strong i_ndependent team. PAE was
however, the top fraternity of the
meet and it looks like a good year
for Phi Alpha .
In football, PAE lost a close game
to a formidable opponent in Tau
fraternity. It was a close game all
the way and the hard-fought action
saw outstanding '.completion on the
part of individuals on both teams.
Skip Repass made fantastic
one-hand catches on offense and
intercepted two passes on defense.
He was named defensive player of
the week for PAE and Ron Zell,
who did a tremendous job at
quarterback, was named offensive
player of the week.
The brothers of Phi Alpha
Epsilon are also preparing for
volleyball, PAE will field two
strong teams and are looking for a

-O-

T AU Fraternity initiated the
Blood for Peace drive again last
Wednesday. Donations will be
First you take a pumpkin, and put on a happy face.
taken in the C-Dorm lounge from 9
-oa.m. to 1 p.m. every Thursday for
A nd another new one is formed.
place, Greek Division. A flashy
Sigma Nu Beta, hoping to colonize the next four weeks.
offense, the "Green Machine,"
-owith Sigma Nu, is · in the
XA is proud to announce that combined with the toughest
organizational stages with T. K.
their football team finished in first defense in the league lead to their
Wetherell as advisor.
6-1 record. XA is looking forward
to the play-offs next week with
plans of keeping the Greek football
crown.
XA had a successful
doubleheader carwash last
Stop Chavffevringf
Saturday. Fun was had by all who
did not get wet. Later that night at
Nob Hill's Club Frisco XA had an
exciting Halloween party with
refreshments provided.
Saturday night the Tyes sorority
and Chi Alpha are planning the first
of hopefully many socials together.
It will be at the Regency Apts.
Sunday afternoon XA will meet
PAE in a football game. So it looks
' They can. . .
..
as though XA's in for another big
dn ~NGElWOoo;
weekend.
· Nu/sery schao~s, two elementary sc.hooJs pnd Stot1ewaU foc;kson
-oj\Jfltor tfigh ore loc:<ited in the immediote <neQ; <ind .Colonial High
~.c:hool -is just a few blocks a.wcy.
Tau Epsilon Rho brothers and
pledges met with Sidney Suntag,
ENG.ELWOOD! .' ..:ws4gr~tP.,~CeJt, live!
Executive Secretary of Tau Epsilon
Phi National on Tuesday, Nov. 26.
You can own a Total-Eleetric, 3 .or 4 bedroom home
Suntag spoke on many of the
· ·E ngelwood for as low as $16, 100. M'o dels are open
purposes and aspects of fraternitytoday. FHA & VA Financing Available.
life. Also present at the meeting
6A10 Lake Underhi~l Road• Orlo~do, 'Ff<>lida- • Pho!'e 277-1824 ~ were Lenny Wolfe, Dick Mola, and
Irving Rosha who are Tau Epsilon
Q ua lity
Phi Alumni from this area.
app lia nc es ~/
by G eneral Electrtc
Last weekend TEP brothers,
Then you grab a knife and start hacking away at
pledges and their dates h<,td an
any one of a circle of pumpkins in the dorm circle.
overnight ski party at Lake Dorr
near Umatilla.
On Monday , Nov. 2 TEPs worked
with the Tyes sorority filling
mailout kits for United Cerebral
Palsy.
As a fund-raising project this
weekend
TEP brothers plan to wash
DRUG STORE
and wax cars for Tau Epsilon Phi
Alumni in this area.
OVIEDO SHOPPING CENTER

GO

a

-o-

OVIEDO, FLORIDA

365-5601

-WELCOMEAL WA VS EAGER
TO SERVE YOUR
NEEDS.
Fountain · Cosmetits

GIFTS - CARDS
CAMERAS - FILM
PLEASE VISIT US

-

WE ARE OPEN UNTIL 8 P. M.
.&.----------------------------------------------------------,.

This past week has been very
eventful for the KSA brothers. On
Friday the pledge class - little
sister car wash was a big success
despite lousy weather conditioning.
Also on Friday four Kappa Sig
brothers competed in the
cross-country meet.
On Saturday night the brothers
held a costume party with Kappa
Sig Alumni . The party was a big
success and a good time was
enjoyed by all. Door prizes were
awarded to Kevin MaCarthy al{ 1
Bob Hallowell for best costumes.
The Kappa Sigs also evened up
their football record at 3-3 with a
very determined and hard fought
What you wind up with is The Great Pumpkin. What they ended up
victory over number 1 Chi Alpha
(6-0) and with a 13-7 victory of with at Tech after the last week's pumpkin carving contest ended ~as a
TEP.
lot of un-carved pumpkins. Pie anyone?
-o(Photos by Lee DeRaud and Steve Heitzner.)
The brothers of Chi Alpha would
Fideles Sorority and pledges will strong showing by both.
like to welcome these new members be hard at work this weekend with
The brothers, pledges, and little
to their Little Sister organization the annual Poppy Drive. Sisters will sisters are having a get-acquainted
cresen t club. They are Linda be manning booths and taking party Friday night at the Foxcroft
Faligione, Terry Pevehouse, Linda donations in the Aloma Avenue apartments. Due to the busy
Duer , Carol Lewis, Marsha area. Pledges were introduced to schedule of classes and varying
McDugal, Brenda Smyth, Mary their big sisters last Tuesday at the activities, there hasn't really been a
Mitchell , Carla Melvin, Pam Haynes, meeting. Sisters presented them chance for everyone to get together
Susie Fender, Nancy Genovar, with decorated brandy snifters as in one place. This Friday night will
Rona Pyle, Mary Anne Erban and welcome gifts.
solve that though and it should be a
Sue Siddaway. With these 14 new
A slumber party is being planned fabulous party.
additions XA feels their little sisters for next weekend in an effort for
The brothers would like to
will continue their reign as best on sisters and pledges to become better announce at this time that Helen
acquainted and so the pledges can
(Continued on Page 9)
campus.
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Debate Tourney
Hosted by FTU

#
The CCC (Collegiate Civitan
Club) continues to succeed with its
fund- raising projects for the
underpriviledged children of the
Orlando area. The club's ghost
insurance project turned out to be
quite profitable. The club estimates
that it raised over $250 for its fund
for underprivileged children. The
project was conducted last week
and consisted of club members
selling ghos~ insurance policies to
residents of Orlando for $1. The
policy entitled the resident to · the
services of Casper's Cleanup
Committee (also CCC) the day
following Halloween if they were
the victim of a Halloween trick .
ThE! club, in conjunction with the
Civinettes , manned three members'
houses on the following day,
awaiting for the calls, but not one
of the policy holders phoned for
the service. It was very successful
and an enjoyable project.
The CCC intramural football
team dropped its last two games to
the Faculty-Staff and the
Roadrunners. Both of the teams
were tough and the club would like
to commend each of them on their
sportsmanship and good teamwork.
The CCC team now stands 2-2 in
league play and they are looking
forward to meeting the Bombers,
who are currently on top in the
other independent league.
Another project is on the books
for the CCC. This one will in.valve
the young people of the
community and will again be for
the benefit of the underprivileged
children. The club has established a
com mi Ltee and more will be
released on lhe project soon.
The CCC has rc> J{istered for
volleyball and the m<·mbers are
confident of a good season since
several club members hav e played
with the Orlando Volleyball Club in
sLale competition.
Membership is sLill open for any
interested mah·. :\h•etings are held
weekly on Monday evenings at 8
p.m. at Plaza National Bank.
-o-

The first meeting of the FTU
Student Chapter of the ACM was
called to order on Oct. 15, 1970,
by Connie Picard . After brief
introductory remarks, the annual
election of officers was held. The
officers for the 1970-71 year are:
Gary Deese, Chairman; James
Kelly, Vice-Chairman; Eloise Beach,
Secretary-Treasurer. The meeting
was then turned over to Gary
Deese . John Anderson was

't..

appointed Assistant to the
Secretary-Treasurer.
Gary noted that we will continue
to have guest speakers periodically
as was done last year, and in
addition we are hoping to include
some tours of computer
installations among our list of
activities for the year. Tours to
Gainesville, Navy, and NASA
facilities appeared desirable to all .
Attendance at the first meeting
numbered 23 including Dr. D. R.
Falconer, our faculty advisor.
It was also announced that the
FTU Chapter was planning a service
project of providing volunteers to
work al. the Distribution Center in
the Computer Center.
Regular meetings will be held on
the second Thursday of each
month.

Roam 10 3 of the Classroom
Building on Tuesday, November 10.
The main consideration of the
meeting will be the election of
officers and the ratification of the
club constitution. All Physical
Education majors, regardless of
class status, are invited to attend.
-O -

D avid W. Abbot, Ph.D., associate
professor and chairman of the FTU
Department of Psychology, will be
guest speaker at the second meeting
of the FTU Psychology Club. His
topic "Graduate Training in
Industrial Psychology: its direction
and future at FTU," will be of

-o-

Co urageous students with noble
ideals, the FTU Young Republicans
continued their vigorous
campaigning Saturday. By going
door-to-door the crusaders hoped
to influence people living in
important precincts to vote for
good government. FTU Young
Republicans constituted a major
portion of this campaign termed
"Victory 70."
FTU Young Republicans who
participated in "Victory 70"
included Dennis Keeler, Paul
Gougelman, Bob McMalland, Myrna
Debny, Linda Davis, Nadine
Martyn, Neil McMalland, Cindy
Cassady, Paulette Getz, Fred Kahn ,
Melanie Copley, Dave Boelzner and
Osler Johns.
Saturday night Rom Thornton ,
Chairman of the Orange County
Young Republicans, gave a party
for those YRs who crusaded for
"Victory 70" proving that the
(Photo by Steve Heitzner)
Young Republicam; are a socially
particular
interest to those students
active as well as politically active
who are contemplating graduate
club.
Friday the. Young Republicans work in this area.
All psychology majors are urged
sponsored a mock student election.
The results of this "straw ballot" to attend this important meeting on
proved extremely interesting and Thursday, November 12 at 11 :00 in
the results are included in this issue the Administration Building, Room
145.
of the FuTUre.
-n Anyohe interested in good
The Newman Center is holding
government should seriously
consider joinin_g the Young one of the most extensive drug
Republicans. YR meetings are each lecture series ever offered in the
Thursday at 11 a.m. in GC 119. For Central Florida area. The lecture
further information call Dennis series will be presented in four
Keeler e.t 277-8466 or Osler Johns parts, each part dealing with a
at 422-1553.
major aspect of the drug scene. The
-o lectures will be held each Friday
A Phv~ical Education Majors night for the next four weeks in the
Club is (.Jing formed on campus. new Winter Park High School
The c>uiJ will hold a meeting in auditorium at 8 p.m. This week's

RAMADA
INNS

EL BODEGON COCKTAIL LOUNGE
LAJCOMIDA DINING ROOM

FTU's Communications
Department hosted a high school
debate tournament last Friday and
Saturday. Participating were 1 4
schools, including two from out of
state.
This year's high school debate
topic is: "Resolved, that the federal
government should institute,
finance, and administer programs to
control air and water pollu tion in
the United States. "
Colonial High School captured
first place in the two-man division.
Finishing as runner-up was Boone.
Semi-finalists were Tamps Jesui t
and a second team from Colonial.
l'n the four-man category,
Colonial's affirmative and negative
teams were both undefeated to win
their classifications. Tallahassee
Leon was second and Dothan,
Alabama, third among the
affirmative teams. The negative
teams taking second and third were
Dothan and Panama City
Rutherford.
FTU has previously hosted
debate and speech competition, but
this was the first tournament for
debaters only.
Dr . Raymond Buchanan, Jr.,
FTU's Director of Forensics,
managed the tournament. Aiding
him were some 25 FTU students,
who each gave from three to fifteen
hours of their own time in judging,
criticizing, and assisting the high
Karen Hall, an FTU student from school students.
St. Cloud drives one of the only
portable murals in Central Florida.
The Physical Education
Her father, Robert G. Hall, a
former Cape Kennedy mechanic, Department requests that students
has painted her Rambler with attending the intramural football
portraits of Mark Lindsey, the games park in the rear of
Apollo astronauts, and several Temporary Lot 200, rather than on
interpretive cartoons. The real treat the road. ~Y parking in Lot 200,
to service station workers is students will not only be closer to
opening the car's hood to see a the playing field, but they will also
young lady in a bikini waving "Hi!" relieve the congestion due to the
large number of vehicles.
,lecture is entitled, "The Medical
'Facts on Drug Abuse" and will be
preseqted by Dr. Harry Williams ,
Emery Medical College, Atlanta,
Ga. and Dr. Anthony Hefferon, The
Center, Savannah, Ga. The entire
community, faculty and
st u d en ts are asked to come,
know facts not fiction. No
admission charge.
The Newman Center will hold a
meeting within the next week or so;
be on the lookout for the time and
place to be posted on the bulletin
boards around campus.
A ghould time was had by
everyone who attended the wild
and wierd Halloween Party at the
Newman Center ( 408 E. Lyman
Ave., Winter Park) and I'm told the
Christmas Party is really going to be
a merry-ho-ho so WATCH OUT
FOR IT!

Campus
~ Glan,es

CAMPUS GLANCES

Pick up your "Football Kick-off'
Available at both stores.

WE HAVE
THE
Fl NEST
BANQUET
FACILITIES

-

OPEN: 11 A.M. - 2 A.M.
OPEN: 6 A.M. - 10 P.M.

Zales Custom
Class Rings

Lord Jeff
STUDENT
ACCOUNTS
INVITED
Cu sto m style y our r ing w it h th e sc hoo l nome,
on the ba se and w ith a d esig n o r p lain se tti ng for the ston e.
Choo se the ston e 1n yo ur school co lor, b irth ston e, block on yx,
o r a d iamond . Oh y es. we'll e ng rol(e y o ur initials, too.

ZALES®
J•W•LERS

You don't have to be rich
to be .happy.

PINE HILLS

CENTER

21 S. ORANGE

COLONIAL
PLAZA

The feeling is light; the fit lively. And Lord Jeff's pure
Alpaca renders any weather temperate. A
masterful cardigan, flowing to a jacket front, ribbed
back, buttoned side vents. All colors are
the season's choice. $32.50
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Drug Confab
To Be Held

-Enrollment Figures Show
Total ol S, 119 Students

The total number of students on campus is now 5,119, according
the final figures released by the Academic Affairs Office. This figu
includes 33 campus employees who are taking classes. Of the 5,l J
.r students, 2,256 are lower level students (freshmen and sophomores) ar
2,460 arc upper level (juniors and
seniors) . There are 403 students females. There are 28 "~raduatt.
with graduate classification._ Th~se students, most of whom are
with this classification are pnmanly part-time students who have a
students seeking a master's degree; bachelor's degree, but are not
however, there are some who are seeking their master's.
post-baccalaureate
The College of Humanities and
non-degree-seeking students.
Fine Arts and the College of Social
The breakdown according to sex Sciences have not been split in the
is as follows: 3,318 males, 1.,797 enrollment figurs, although it was
females, and 4 unclassifieds. Lee expected that they would have
Asbury of Academic Affairs said been. Therefore, the student
that these students are unclassified population of both colleges has
due to bad coding on the computer been combined, and the total is
sheets. She added that this count of 1 066 - 619 males, 447 females,
four is the lowest number of bad ~d 18 graduates.
codes thus far.
The number of students
The College of Education leads unclassified according to college is
with the largest enrollment - 1,371 5 6 0. These students are those
students. Of this total, 8 4 6 are whose majors are undecided and
females, 525 are males, and 276 are those who are majoring in General
graduates.
Studies.
Business Administration is the
The official Full-Time
next most populous college; but of Enrollment (FTE) figure is 4,4 77.
its 883 students, 806 are males and The FTE is a calculated figure ·
7 6 are females. One of the determined by dividing the total
unclassified students is in BADM, number of hours taken by all
but Mrs. Asbury said that the students by 15 hours, which is
student is probably a male, since considered the aver-age full-time
the college population is mostly load .
male.
Natural Sciences has 697 students
- 510 males, 187 females.
The College of Engineering has
"Cancer and Smoking" will be
the lowest percentage of female the topic of a Science in Human ,
students. Of the total 542 students Affairs lecture 7: 30 p.m. Tuesday,
enrolled in Engineering, only 12 are Nov. 10.
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lt was a typical .r TU aay. ureat sheets of rain descended. from the
heavens accompanied by tons of smog blackened snow - it was the
middle of July . A great flash of light was seen in the sky, the clouds
parted with the thunderous overture of a million lightning bolts .
And suddenly there appeared up in the sky, an Aardvark - no!!! A Vincent - no!!! - a SUPERMAN - YES!!! THE SLIMY
TOAD!!!
And so it was on that wondrous day that the Slimy Toad was born
- born to combat evil, goodness and Ho-Hum breath.
It was a short childhood, a tadpole but for a fleeting moment and then I was violently thrust into adultoadhood - my parents
threw me out with nothing more than the Slime on my back. Little
did they know that I was destined to become "THE SLIMY ~OA~"
and be known the world over for my kind, benevolent, pnest-hke
image.
.
But it came to pass that many of the more ignorant readers
misunderstood my life-giving words of wisdom. Try as I might I am
still not fully appreciated by the vast minority. (Everybody stand up
and yell "I LOVE FTU AND THE TOAD!") The Slimy Toad is
really a great fellow and does not belittle other rac~s, colors ~nd
creeds like the LIMEYS and POLLACKS do. The Slimy Toad 1s a
fair fellow and I wish to give everyone a chance to voice their
opinions in the manner and tradition of this great university.
The Slimy Toad has decided to yield to the vast ~owers of the
student body and attempt to write the kind of thing& they want t?
hear - more garbage coming up!!! In the light of that p~eceder;it, this
article asks fo r an opinion poll, a Toad Poll (somethmg akm to a
Tadpole). All of you being concerne~ s~udents, th~ Slim_y Toad is
more than sure that you will answer this simple quest1onna1re.
1) I
the Slimy Toad .
a) enjoy
b) want to rape
c) want to marry
d) to throw up on
2) I think the Slimy Toad should write about
a) wart hogs (girls)
b) fairy tails (gay fellows)
c) how great he is
d) yes
3) I want to take the Slimy Toad to the STONE and buy
him
a) one pitcher of beer
b) a strip of beef jerky
c) as much as he can drink
d) no
4) I think the University should increase the Slimy Toad's salary
by
a) 100%
b) double
c) two times
d) four halves
5) So the Slimy Toad does not repeat himself in future FuTUre
articles, write on a separate sheet of paper as many four letter words
as you know.
like best about the Slimy Toad is
6) What
his
a) humor
b) lack of humor
c) none of the below
d) all of the below
.
7) In twenty-five words (simple ~ords) or l~ss , tell ~he Slimy
Toad what your bitch is and describe what kind of Shmy Toad
articles you would like to see in future FuTUre's.
Now drop this in any campus mail box and mark clearly for
SLIMY TOAD, c/o FuTUre.
SLIMY TOAD

Dr. Frank Rohter, acting
chairman of the FTU Department
of Physical Education, working
with the State Department of
Education, will organize a regional
conference on drug education in
· Central Florida schools at FTU on
November 11-13.
Orange, Seminole, Volusia,
Brevard, Lake, and Osceola
counties will each send five
educators and five private citizens
to the conference.
0 ther state universities have
conducted similar programs with
the objective of carrying back
information to local school boards
and initiating drug education
programs at every level of public
elementary and secondary
education.
A trial attorney, minister,
pharmacologist, and psychologist
will be among the speakers to
address the delegates.

•
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Official ownership of the
Engineering Building recently
changed hands and it is now the
property of FTU, even though it is
not completely finished . This
·m eans that FTU security is
responsible for guarding it whereas
before they did not even h'ave the
keys to the outside doors.
Fred Clayton, Director of
Campus Planning, said that the
contractor had "substantially
completed" the building thus
allowing the university to use it. In
layman's terms this means that
construction has reached the point
that the building is suitable for
human habitation.
Clayton also said that the
finishing touches won't be
administered for quite a while,
mainly because the installation of
the seats for the three auditoriums
inside has been delayed. The
trouble is that the company making
the seats for the two small
auditoriums upstairs has been hit,
with a strike and can't deliver them
until it is settled. Due to extra
consideration of fire regulations,
the design of the seats for the larger
auditorium downstairs has just been
decided on and bidding for the
contract to construct them has yet
to begin. He said that these
completions should be made
sometime around December .

Campus Glances

Recently a campus sPcurity
officer was writing out a ticket on a
parked car when he was hassled by
a passing student, contending that
·all the officers did on campus was
Ito stick people with citations. The
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~officer showed the ~udenlwhathe
was writing on the ·courtesy ticket.
It read: "It· is unwise to leave a tape
u~,.U~/l'H,
,,,,~'$ L
('/J/llf
·player and tapes in your car with
J1"1r1Uv,
"l'1i '{: ~t-vl-i
the doors unlocked and the
windows rolled down."

Insurance and Bonds
fO r
Your Home - Your Automobile
Your Business - Your Life
Orlando
Ph. 841-225(,

t~unLy

The Brevard
Head Start
program needs volunteers! The only
prerequisites are an hour a week of
your time, a desire to help, and a
fondness for five-year-olds. For
information call Mrs. Marie Hill or
Mrs. Juanita Johnson at the Cocoa
Head Start Center at 632-i.!402, or

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~llcon~ctM~. Gra~ Kehrer~FTU
ext. 2273.
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Sweaters
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Drug Education May Help
Orlando's'People Problem'

Y.D.

Kirk, Cramer Win It
In Y. R. Mock Election

Students voted in a mock election at FTU last Friday with the results
generally following the pattern of Orange County voters in last Tuesday's
_statewide election.
The election was sponsored by the FTU Young Republican Club and
took place in the Village Center. On
a statewide basis the election complete Democratic cabinet while
featured a considerable Democratic FTU's voters chose Republicans on
triumph while student voting ran three positions. Campus voters
strongly Republican.
agreed with statewide voters in
Democrat Reubin Askew electing Democrats Bud Dickinson,
defeated incumbent governor Jr. for Comptroller, Floyd Christian
Republican Claude Kirk in the race for Commissioner of Educatior
for governor. The new senator from and Robert Shevin for Attorne
Florida is Lawton Chiles, who lost General. FTU voters disagreed wit
to Bill Cramer in the FTU election. the elections of Democrats Die
Lou Frey, the GOP candidate, won Stone for Secretary of Stat•
easily over Democrat Roy Girod for Thomas O'Malley for Stat.
Congressman from the 5th District Treasurer, and Bill Bevis for Florid
in both elections.
Public Service Commissioner.
Florida's voters elected a
(Continued on page 12)

People on the go

Florid• Tech
go BURGER CHEF
If

soo s. Dixie Hwy.
at Casselberry, Fla.
(across from Seminole Plaza)

COO~OUT

FLAVOR
What's our secret? It's open
flame cooking. Each of our
100% pure beef hamburgers is
Femity Nita

JIG SHEF
Coke & CMc v. .1
French F.ries

"We have a people proble~, not a drug problem."
' In a nutshell, this is how the Central Florida scene is viewed by the
Reverend. Dr. Patrick H. O'Neill, director of Newman University
Community Centers, who has been counseling eyeball to eyeball with
h.ard-core drug users since he came ·
to Orlando 13 months ago.
service. Newman is concerned with
"Everybody uses drugs - from the rehabilitation of drug abusers.
aspirins to cigarettes, to beer, to
International in scope, Newman
tranquilizers, .to amphetamines, to has 900 centers on U.S. campuses,
barbiturates,
to the twentieth including 1 7 in the Central Florida
-omartini," says the 30-year-old area which have been organized by
Fifty-one pumpkins were carved
priest. And he isn't joking about Father O'Neill, who came here
the martini.
from Washington, D.C., where he in the Village Center Arcade from
"Drugs are a crutch," he adds. "If had been d 0 in g marriage 11 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Friday Oct.
30.
you don't use drugs, you are a counseling.
This is the first in a series of
superman." People use drugs for
Father O'Neill emphasized the
many reasons. It is misuse that organization's lack of religious spontaneous activities sponsored by
constitutes the people problem.
discrimination, adding, "Newman the Arts and Crafts department of
Father O'Neill's guileless and has a community-involvement type the Village Center. Pumpkins and
sometimes humorous speech held of program base on feedback . candles were offered free to
an element of precision that only Everybody needs feedback." students who wanted to create
hinted at his seven college degrees. Feedback is communication. The jack-o-lanterns.
The carving was offered "just for
Wearing the customary white addict needs someone ready to
clerical collar abrive a black robe communicate with him. Newman the fun of it," according to Anne
which accentuated his slender fills the need with personal Edrington of the VC, and and
frame, Father O'Neill talked about counseling services.
expanded repeat of the event may
the many aspects of the people
As director of Newman Centers, be scheduled next year.
problem. He spoke softly, but his Father O'Neill is the moving force
Ar ts and Crafts are also
words poured forth as from a full behind a series of lectures leading sponsoring workshops on Saturdays
pitcher, with hardly a pause.
to the possible establishment of a and Sundays, and information on
A n e a r t h y e x p res s ion drug treatment facility in Orlando. these events may be obtained from
occasionally crept into his speech,
The lectures have been scheduled the Information Booth,
providing a reminder that he is not as the first phase of a plan for the Administration Bldg., second floor.
-owatching the drug scene but is a part of it - helping those who need
(Continued on Page 1 2)
help. Since he has been in this area,
he has seen the situation grow
worse. And he says the need is
critical.
"Eighteen heroin cases have come
to my attention in a one-month
period, 11 of them hospitalized at
Orange Memorial," he said.
He described the case of one girl,
a hard-core drug user, who had
been arrested several times. She was
eventually caught selling $200
worth of drugs to a narcotics agent
right across the street from the jail.
They failed to find all the drugs
hidden on her person. She
swallowed the drugs they failed to
take from her - a lethal dose. "We
acted quickly and saved her life,'
Father O'Neill said.
He stays in close touch with
narcotics agents. "I know who some
of the big pushers are," he says. "I
know some big pushers right here
on campus."
The story of this girl has a happy
.<
7448 Aloma Ave.
ending. She has been rehabilitated
Orlando, Fla,
and has been helping other victims
of the drug habit. A success story.
PHONE DAY 671-3455, NIGHT 671-2738
And this is where Newman Center,
with Father O'Neill as the central
figure, is doing a vital community

Campus

Since June this column has been devoted to quite inflammatory ·
statements about the candidates of the opposition party. This writer
makes no apologies for the style in which the facts were presented facts that have been responsible for defeat of those very candidates.
I once referred to Mr .. Carswell's statement: "This time the people
will decide" and I believe that statement says very much because the
people have decided. The people have begun to understand the
power of positivism and action over negativism and stalemate
leadership.
Reubin Askew was not against mandatory taxes but was for a
positive tax reform to allow relief to the average Floridian. ·
Lawton Chiles was not against integration but was for a positive
school concept that would guarantee a priority education to ·all.
. Robert Shevin was not just against drugs and their deleterious
effect on users, but was for a drug education - rehabilitation
program that would produce positive results and not just punish.
Right down the line, the Democratic candidates were not always
attacking the emotions of their constituency, but presenting sound
positive programs in order that we have a blueprint by which to
make progress for this state and now we can.
Unfortunately only two Democrats were elected to the
Orange-Seminole delegation, but this gives us two representatives to
which we can go during the next sessions. Let this serve as notice to
the remaining six (6) Republicans that they have a group of very
interested "observers" that will be closely watching every vote in the
House and files will be kept; in 197 2 they will have to run on a
visible record.
Orange County alone is suffering from many problems that were
brought out in the campaigns. The candidates pointed at them and
now I, along with all of the residents, sincerely hope that the
legislature will get down to serious, dead serious business. It is no
longer a time for politics, it's time for progress and making up for
1
lost time. The old ringleader is gone, ~he tent in Tallahassee will be
torn down, and the Capitol building will again be seen. The new slate
is not a cast, not a group that spent their time rehearsing. The new
slate is a body, a body that spent their time learning in order that
Florida will now take its blueprint, and without breach, begin to
serve to make Florida the state it really is.
Dick Batchelor
FTU Young Democrats
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cooked over open flames,
sealing in all their natural beef
goodness. Treat the family tonight to cook-out hamburgers.
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(Continued from page 5)

:Frat Launches Dri
For POW Fair Pia

--------------------------..&

:Brendstetter has been selected as
'Phi Alpha Epsilon's newest little
sister. All are proud to welcome
Helen and offer her our warmest
congratulations.
-0-

Throughout this past week, many
people have asked the Delts who
ARNIE RAY really is. Some
persons cannot begin to believe that
he really exists... they want to
think that he is simply a mythical,
fictitious character. Wrong! ARNIE
is alive and well, and, contrary to
popular belief, he will not
announce his candidacy for
President of SG in the near future.
Halloween proved to be a social
day for the Delts. They held their
Halloween party, and afterwards,
brothers Tony Windsor and Bob
Smedley attacked the ol' lanes for
some bowling practice. This
weekend will see the Delts in
competition during the First
Annual Delta Tau Bowling
Tournament. Rumor has it that the
battle will center around Windsor
and his near-200 average and the
MYTHICAL and LEGENDARY
ARNIE RAY with his 350 pin
handicap.
The Delts also are making plans
for a trek to Tampa for the Delta
Tau Delta Sweetheart Ball at South
Florida.
Wen - he did it again! Fickle
Freddie continues to slander Delta
Tau's grid wonders! We wish oo
acknowledge the fact that although
we may be the most friendly team,
we certainly are not "miserable."
Arnie was combing the campus this
week, recruitin11 for next fall when

It is easy to congratulate Reubin Askew, Tom Adams and Lawto
Chiles. They :u-e the w~nners: It is not so easy to co~gratulate th
people of Florida. Only time will determine this.
It is evident that Claude Kir~ made more enemies that was thought.
He also conducted a low-key campaign which could have contributed to
his loss. The question now is: Who will run the government of Florida?
~eubin Askew is. a man of inte_grity, whether one argues with his
ideology or not. But Tom Adams is another story. He is the epitome of
the old, stale, one-party politics that for so long plagued the state
government. Not to mention his personal finance problems. Florida can
only hope that the man it elected governor will serve as governor.
The victory of Lawton Chiles is a case study in political phenomena.
Two ye8:1"s ago the state of Florida elected Edward Gurney, a
conservative, to the Senate. It also was carried by Nixon in the
presi~ential election. Now, ~his ~ear Lawton Chiles, a liberal, emerges
the victor. Can the· people m this state have changed philosophies so
quickly? This race demon~trates the triumph of the gimmick over the
ratio? al consideration. The voters selected the inexperienced, showy
candidate over ·the proven, though less ostentatiou~old-timer.
Upon r~ading. this column, some may cry, "sore loser." But when
there are'lnvolved sue~ defined differences of philosophy and ideology,
that term becomes trite. Naturally, all of us in the state hope for the
best, and will wbrk for it under whatever government exists. But there
need never be any .agreement on what is the best and what is the proper
method to achieve it.
Nationally, ~f course, conservatives fared better than was generally
expected. Brock · de(eated Gore in Tennessee, Tydings was ousted in
Maryland, and. iri the most exciting race in the country Conservative
party candidate James Buckley (W.F. Jr. 's brother) def~ated Goodell
and Ottinger.
One trend in the state elections was astutely observed by FTU YR
publicity chairm;m Osler Johns. There was a tendency to oust the old
established faces in favor of new ones. Fred Schultz, Jack Mathews
Broward Williams, Farris Bryant, Bill Cramer - all these long-tim~
members of established politics were rejected in favor of youth because
it reflects an attitude conducive to change in both ma· or artie~.

~he br~ther~ and p~edges of Theta Sigma chapter of Delta Sigma Pi are
domg th~1r thmg to. aid the U.S. servicemen who are prisoners-of-war in
communist North Vietnam.
The fraternity is preparing to launch a "write Hanoi dnve " here at
FTU the end of this week and the
first of next to dramatize their h~pes that the FTU community
conce_rn for the welfare of fellow will be responsible for sending
,Americans held captive in North hundreds of letters to Hanoi
Vietnam. .
:dra!l18:tizing the fact that the great
1:heta Sigma plans on having as. -ma]onty of today's college and
therr guest speaker next Tuesday, university studen ts are not
November 10, one of the Or1ando rock-throwing radicals but deeply
are8: POW w~ves .
dedicated and concerned young
Bill ~atkm~, spo~esman for the people who love their country and
fratermty POW campaign, said he respect our servicemen.

Ir-------~-----------------~
Office of the President
t
Democratic Republic of Vietnam
I
I Hanoi, North Vietnam
I
I
I
I Sir:
I I am _writing to yo? to express my deep concern over the American I
men bemg held as prisoners of war and listed as missing in action in all J
I of Southeast Asia. I do care .. about these men. ·They have been
I detained ooo long; .therefore, tam asking for a full accounting of all I
I lis~ed as missing, and the immediate release of all those you hold J
I prisoner.
)
Name
C.ity and state

I

'-----~--~--------------baked Halloween treats for so~e of
the Tri-K sisters living on campus.
But, to get all old business out of
the way, the sisters put the old
pledges through their hell night on
Wednesday, October 28th. But,
before setting out, Tri-K played a
very c1ose game of intramural
volleyball against the
Knickerbockers. Tri-Ks came out
on the winning end, however.
That night, Connie Evans, Cheryl
Poe, Peggy Ochs, Donna Dosh,
Charly Rainville, and Cathy Jannar,
as part of their hell night, all did a
fine job serenading the shoppers at
K-Mart and all the Rollins College
fraternities. And trying to go on a
scavenger hunt without being
allowed to speak was quite an
experience.

I
- I..

Summer Session
Amen dment OKed

Bill 3-7, student vote on
amendment, and approval of the
summer session were on the agenda
for the Student Senate meeting
r---------------------------~~~ ~% ilie D~~will ha~ ~be
held last Tuesday. ·
No. i.
The amendment dealing with
-othe summer session was passed. The
Tri -K sorority has topped off its
In order to perform my duties as your senator more
bill stated that, "The Senate in the
busy rush period with sixteen
efficiently it is necessary that I be in contact with you from
fall has the constitutional power of
wonderful pledges who they feel fit
time to time.
review of the Summer Senate's
in great. Their names are Carol
actions which shall be from the first
Please drop off 5 self addressed stamped envelopes in the
Baughman, Kyle Faller, Kathy
meeting of the Senate in the Fall
Flynn, Peg Green, Pam Warren,
boxes provided in the Adm. Bldg., Library, and the Village
through the Senate meeting
Leurise Keiser, Marietta Monson,
Center.
immediately following the
Sherry Parr, Sharon Ramer, La Jo
installation of the new Senate. This
Thank you,
Scalpone, Pam Smith, Patrice
period for review will be a
DANNY SCOTT
Stover, Mary Willett, Lyn Woolard,
As their final reward after going maximum of four weeks from the
Fresh. Senator
Valorie Wymore, and Bev Trippler.
Education
Two of the new pledges, Marietta through a long pledge period and first Fall Senate meeting." This was
~--------------------~~~~~----~MonsonandLeuri~Keisu,dart~ hell night, the old pledges were approved.
. The student body will have the
r------------::~~~--~~-~~~~~----..--.-.~out on the right foot when they formally initiated Monday, opportunity to vote on a
November 2nd at 7 p.m.
constitutional amendment in a
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ecial clection. The amendment
will attempt to separate the
and the Legislative
1 Executive
branch of Student Government.
21 of the Hnest Barbers in the South
The amendment reads as follows:
at
' "Be it resolved that Artic1e ill,
5e~~iRP. •. 5, subsection D of the
::::onstitution of the St udent Body
:>f Florida Technological University
shall be amended in the following
THIS WEEK MAY WE INTRODUCE·
manner: The words "Call special
meetings of the Student Senate
. and" in line one and the words
"Home of the Vacuum Clipper"
"The Senate and" in line two shall
be stricken . The amended
Open 7 Days a Week
subsection shall read "Preside
without a vote over all meetings of
- Men's and Women's H&ir Cuts FAST
NO
the President's Council."
- Trims - Mudpacks - Shampoos Section 7, Subsection A shall be
.S ERVICE
WAITING
- Razor Cuts - Shaves - MasSages
amended in the following manner:
The words "In the absence of or at
Phone 277-4438
the request of the President" in
lines two and three shall be
2019 N. Goldenrod Road (15A) .Orlando, Florida
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~stricken. In the~p~ce shall be the
words "Without vote. He has the
power to call special meetings of
the Student Senate." The amended
DRIVE-IN THEATRE
section shall read: "The
Vice-President of the Student Body
shall preside over . the Student
Senate without a vote. He has the
power to can special meetings of
the Student Senate. He shall
SPORTSWEAR®
,succeed the President in case of the
President's removal." A vote on this
amendment will be taken a week
from Tuesday.
The rule regarding the number of
hours an officer of a student Nothing adds reality to Western styling organization can take was examined
once again. Jim Stringer and
like rawhide fringes and this exciting vest
Richard Lancaster, President and
by h.i.s. makes others pale in
Vice President of Student Body,
said they believed the rule is unfair.
comparison.
It makes some students have all the
rights of full time students except
OPEN EVENINGS 'TIL 9
participation in student activities as
officers.
WE HONOR

ATTENTION FRESHMAN EDUCATION STUDENTS!!!!!!

1MIEI

YATES BARBER. SHOP

Andy Burns & Joe Brooks

SUBURBAN

h.i.s

Rawhide Vest
FRINGED FASHION

:.

• DINER'S CLUB
• AMERICAN EXPRES~

[Qlll
, Joh,n Wayne, K,.lrk. Dp1JQl~s ,

llANKAMERU'.ARD
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The FTU Office of Graduate
Studies has acquired reference
catalogs of over 200 colleges and
universities offering graduate
programs. Students may come in
and browse or take a book home on
loan. ·

SANFORD PLAZA-SANFORD

Starts SUN. thru TUES. 3 DAYS ONLY
"FUNNY GIRL~' plus "WAR WAGON':
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Cagers 'The Breather'?

_µ;;e

Team Will Be Ready
For a Tough Season

SFORIS
NEWS

.~ I

By Duncan Marks

Big Sports
No Problem
With the recent Florida trend of
the students asking a de-emphasis of
the role of athletics on the
university level, top athletic
officials at FTU were asked to
comment on this situation - will
FTU have to de-emphasize athletics
before they really get under way?
Both Dr. Frank Rohter and Coach -

~~:;::~~;:~;;;.r:~--~1

~

''Miracle" Mike Clark, FTU's big scoring gun last year is shown here
wanning up during a practice session at the Oviedo High School gym,
home for the team this year. Clark is expected to again lead his t$111 in
point production during this tougher upcoming season, but predictions
are there will be some real super stars on the team 1who may make some
miracles of their own. (Photos by Lee DeRaud).

:J;.~:~~;f:~~~:~~~~~~~'. . !~ - AGnu

asked 1f the recent trend at Florida
Statet the University of Florida and
Florida A&M would have any effect
on FTU's program.
"I don't think these trends will
have a great effect on FTU's
future," stated Dr. Roh ter.1
"Because we are just starting out,
and athletics here will develop as
the students want them." He also
explained that the school (FTU)
already has taken into account a
realistic balance between
intramural, athletic and the
academic activities on campus. Dr.
Rohter reiterated that the plans for
athletics at FTU will be determined
by the growth of the university. In
this manner, he felt, FTU would
possibly av"oid the problems
besieging the other, older state
universities.
Coach Clark parried the question,
pointing out the fact that FTU is
far from having the problem "Mainly because academics are so
strongly stressed here at the
university - and we've just gotten
under way. We are the forefront of
the no-emphasis program," he
laughed.
At the University of Florida in
particular, student body president
Steve Uhlfelder wants "to
rechannel some financial aid the
state now gives to athletics, into
academics." The Florida Alligator
reported that Gainesville's athletic
department receives $i57;&00
annuaJly through parimutuel
betting ill: the state of Florida.

Is New .At FTU
.

By Bill Clark

Sentinel Sportswriter
Dispatch to the FuTUre

Mike LaLone - 5-11, "great
attitude ... good boards, shooter "It's murder - our schedule is a real boost to FTU. At 6-4 he'd be
murder this year," frankly stated a Delmonico Special."
Coach "Gene" Torchy Clark in a
'Bob Jenkins 6-0, "most
FuTUre interview Tuesday.
· improved player over last ye·ar.
The team has lost two of its Good attitude - helps our team ...
members, Carey Sullivan (6-foot-3) good leaper!"
and Mike Griffin (6-4) who both
withdrew from school. In addition,
there will be no varsity-frosh
scrimmage on Nov. 14th as there is
no freshman team.
.
Coach CI°ark shrugged. it off: "It
should have no effect on our
team."
"We've got a good team - small,
quick and cute," Clark added. The
first game will be the lightest of the
Lalone
Wells
season. FTU comes up against
Embry-Riddle Aeronaut'ical
Mike Cluney
6· 4 "excellent
nstitute Nov. 17 at Oviedo gym.
spot shooter . .. young and will get
The team strength is quickness; better ... good team player with
the weakness - "size and boards good potential."
lus easy basket." Nine varsity
layers will round out the team.
oach Clark commented:
Don Mathis - 6-4, center "smart, dedicated ... hustler ...
lays on desire and comes to play."
Jim Flanagan - 6-4, center "wants the game
needs
experience ... great desire ... the
heart of a 5-10 - unusual for a big

FTU needs a mas~t; huh? . ·
Mind you now, I'm not saying
Well, don't sweat ~ It's no big that an FTU Gnu overnight is going
to be as successful as a Ramblin'
eal.
What I'm saying, in oth"e{ words, Wreck . from Georgia Tech, for
is don't get ·worked up arft! start example, but it could be done ·in
throwing bricks · just because-._ the time. Honest. It really could.
other guy's idea is different ffom
Nobody ever dreamed anybody
yours.
nicknamed Mets could win a World man."
Just pick one, almost any one, Series, but they did. Same with the
and then make it mean something. football Chiefs. Sports of the 1960s
There's the obvious solution to proved a lot of things, among them
Assistant coaches to Coach Clark
your problem.
that you don't have to be a Tiger or
are Russ Salerno and Tim Grady.
You could even take a Gnu, for a Lion to win.
Jack Panitelas and Tim Broughton
example, and call yourselves the
The FTU Gnus can be winners
are managers for 1970-71.
FTU Gnus. (Does sort of have a and so could the FTU Gurus, f
What does Coach Clark think of
ring, doesn't it?) .
that matter.
the team as a whole? "Personally, I
You know what a Gnu is, I trust? .: It's not the name or the mas<
like them. They're small, cute,
If not, let Webster help:
_that really counts, you see. 1
quick, loyal and poor rebounders,"
"Any of several rather large but ·what they stand for that does. Bu
he said. "I may like them so much I
Mathis
compact and blocky AfricaQ suppose you gnu that already.
Coach Clark
don't want them to get hurt with
antelopes having a large head iijfePat Fitzgerald - 6-2, - "talented too high o~. expectations."
that of an ox, short mane, Jong and
...
great moves, scorer - semi-blue
flowing tail and horns, in ~oth
chipper; smart - played three years
sexes, that curve downwattf and
for me in high school."
outward and then up with tlie bases
Mike Clark - 6·1; "top scorer
forming a frontal shie_J.d in old
turning
... leader ... great moves individuals."
·
ood assist man smart
Okay, whadda yo.JI' think? First,
lay master."
let's study thllt1 definition a
moment:
Here we ha-Ve this mascot figure
who is, .first of all, ·an ~antelope
which 4lls you . right off that the
g~men can move, really haul
- eight as we sportswriters
- sometimes phrase it.
"They are non-scholarshippers
~a•4Rf
.
Then we learn that he is
who go to our fine academic
r~..
"compact" and "blocky" which
university. They drive 15 miles to
means he not only is a swiftie, but
practice and complain very little,"
he continued. "You '11 be proud of
also tha~ he is p_~yverful which is a
- .. ~
...
..
-I ... .. od thing for ·spe1'ts teams to be
tfiem - I am! I'm so close 'to this
also. Then there's that business
team - that one of the players
Flanagan
Jessee
seems like my own son."
Coach Gerald Gergley is hoping about "both sexes" which is, well,
Reflecting on the overall
for a large Christmas present this sort of sexy, anyway.
December. He's wishing for a large
That should appeal to the
Rudi Jessee - 5-10, "my kind of schedule, Coach Clark noted that of
40'x40' wrestling mat for his team. undergrad.
player ... good scorer, feeder, quick, the 26 games, 16 are road, leaving
10 at home in Oviedo gym. "We are
Each day 30 students gather at
Then we have this business about
dedicated
a worker one of the smallest college teams
Lawton Elementary School gym a gnu's frontal shield being present
everybody's favorite!"
from 4:15 to 6 p.m. and 10-12 on "in old individuals."
Ed Smith - 5-9, "our quickest around. This club will have all it
Saturdays to get all tied up in
Right there, you see, we hook the
player - loves the game ... we're can do to keep its head abo'\e
wrestling practice. "We now wrestle faculty and administration. Make
• lucky to have him - top defensive water." The team averages less than
on six smaH mats, to get in shape 'em feel superior.
A Gnu, That's Who
player - knows how the game six feet, one inch.
for our Nov. 20th practice
should be played."
(Continued on Page 11)
~rimma~ wiili ilie Un~m~W of~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Florida at Gaines9'ille."
"This will be our first look at a
full-sized regulation mat," Gergley
commented. The team will
"hopefully give their best effort" to
keep up with the Gators.
After Christmas, "we should be
the sharpest team in Central
Florida," Gergley quipped. "We
still need a scale - we've been using
my bathroom scale which I keep in
the trunk of my car."
With 30 out, Gergley insists there
is room for any and all who wish to
come out. The whole team should
see action Nov. 20th in Gainesville.

San t a T0 P

. -Mats for Gergle·

-·

v'

·SPORTS SHORTS
. FTU's golf team took
Embry-Riddle Aeronautical
Institute 504-534 last weekend at
the Royal Oaks Country Club in
Titusville.
Marc Stockwell was low man for
FTU with a 77; this is the second
time FTU has put down
Embry-Riddle.
Mr. Hunter of the PE department
noted the rest of FTU's individual
scores: Mike Yutz 82; Steve Jubie
83 ;· Wayne Le"land 86; Oury
Howard 87; and Ray Johl!~.Q..n 8~9._

"How to Photograph Auto Racing"
by Gordon Chittenden

Fantastic book written and illustrated by one of the
top auto race photographers in the world, now FREE
whil.e .supply lasts. Pick up your FREE copy TODAY!

VIDEO SONICS

645-0882
Photographic an~ Stereo Equipment
Between Steak & Shake & McDooalds
on 17-92 in Winter Park
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Salerno Elected
·Pep Club Pres.

GDI Clips TKE
With 19-7 Upset!
The fighting Independents rolled
by the TKEs last Thursday week
19-7.
Quarterback Albert Saour hit
Ralph Hutson over the middle for
the first score and the GDis led at
half time 6-0. In the second half
Albert Saour hit his favorite end
Tom Calderone for a 45 yd. pass
play. Calderone is one of the
league's leaders in T .D . receptions
with 6. GDis lead 12-0.
TKE II began to move the ball
with quarterback Mike Utz hitting
Pat Strong for a 10 yd . T.D. pass
and the same combination added
the extra point. GDis 12, TKE 7.
At this point the GDis' defense
really came through running up 7
interceptions with · Steve Ware,
Jerry Brown and Vic Spotts having
.
a_ field day. The TKEs gave a good
fight but couldn't hold the
Indep~ndents as Saour threw his
third T.D. pass to end Mark
Hampton. Dave Bagby, the ace
rusher, came in to catch the extra
point giving the GDis a 19-7 win .

Russ Salerno, FTU assistant
basketball coach, was elected by
acclamation to the chairmanship to
the Pep Club Tuesday morning and
he immediately outlined a vigorous
Upset! No sooner had the game of the year been set up in type than
campaign to raise school spirit on one of the most surprising upsets of the year occurred . The fraternity ·
the campus.
"sleeper team" KSA beat a fine Chi Alpah squad 6-0 in what was one of
Committees were formed to the watched games of the year. Both Tau fraternity and PKE
·determine when FTU should have a fraternities cheered KSA on as they intercepted pass. after pass and
homecoming, and to handle the threatened Chi Alpha inside their own 20 most of the game. The loss
virtually threw the Chi Alpha squad, which was headed unopposed for
unveiling of the mascot.
Salerno noted some of the ideas the fraternity league championship, into a play-off with the winner of
that might be brought into play to the October 9th showdown between PKE and TAU.
make the student more aware of his
If you'll remember, at the beginning of the season I told you that on
athletic teams and to actively any given day any given team could be beat. This year the leagues have
support them.
been so well balanced that this prophecy has come true. The fraternity
"We hope to post a sign-trailer at league turned out to be one of the best balanced with five of the eight
the entrance of the campus to teams, XA, TKE, TAU, PAE and KSA fighting it out all the way to the
Bob Jenkins
spread the information of athletic end for the championship. TEP and EEX are not to be discredited. No
works on timing with activities to the students." He also ,team ran over either one all year. In the Gold-Independent league,
th" .
1s 1ump sh o t . FTU cagers are mentioned an FTU banner, a spirit · Faculty-staff, Roadrunners, ~nd ~CC, ~n~ T~eta-~igma . have been
· g heavily on out-J'umping trophy for groups that participated · fighting it out all season. G-0d s Children JOmed its friends m the Black
1ea~m
the most (by percentage of League TKE II and BBB in taking lumps from better balanced teams.
therr taller opponents.
membership), and the fact that In the Black League, the Bombers seem to get it all together with GDI,
WDBO has been contacted with the Mauders, and 23 in close pursuit.
possibility of broadcasting on FM
As football season draws to a close, I want to say I hope I have been
radio both home and away able to present your favorite team in its most favorable light. Coming!
basketball games.
up on us is volleyball season and Fearless will be back with my Valuable
He mentioned that the Oviedo Volleyball 'Valuations.
The Woman's Intramural
High School band has volunteered
In last week's action, 23 opened the week's action with an 18-13
• • •
Powderpuff Division at FTU is
to play at all home basketball victory over the Mauders. Faculty-staff bowled over CCC 25 -6. CCC
(Co"ntinued from Page 10)
searching for new recruits for the
season games and that possible also took it on the chin from the Roadrunners, 20-7. TKE plastered
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1970 fall quarter. Entry deadline
half-time entertainment (wrestling PAE, 20-0 to maintain their defensive record of allowing opponents
Toughest schools on the schedule for anyone interested in
team demonstration) was being only 6 points this season. Tau defeated EEX 13-0. GDI took one from
will be Armstrong and participating in powderpuff
looked into.
the hopeless TKE II squad, 19-7 and the Bombers beat BBB 39-7. In
Southwestern Georgia. "These are football is Monday, November 9,
The next meeting of the Pep Club the big one Monday, TAUs overcame a 6 point deficit at halftime and
excellent athletic schools - rate in 4:00pm in room 202 of the PE
will be Tuesday at 11 a.m. and Mr. roared back to beat rival PAE 25-18 in one of the most exciting games
Rollins' class." Fort Lauderdale is a Building.
Jimmie Ferrell, the director of the of the season. KSA beat TEP 13-7, and XA took one from EEX, 27-0.
scholarship school, and FIT is a
''Al though neither team
Village Center, opined that it might Oh by the way Delta Tau, as usual, forfeited to TKE.
Rollins opponent as well as being captains nor players have been
be held in the VC conference room.
And now, the Fearless Forecast and bowl predictions for the
another scholarship school. Palm chosen, I think we will have about
Salerno noted that all fraternities, upcoming week Beach .Atlantic is building a 12 powderpuff teams this year
sororities and interested groups
Nov 9 - TKE 12, TAU 7 . The TAus' explosive offense m~ets one of
basketball team and has brought in compared to the four we had last
should be represented at the the best defenses in the league - look for both teams to be fired up for
good players. The service teams on year," commented Student
meeting so .they will not miss out this one, the game for a berth in the fraternity league play-offs.
the schedule are "hard to figure" Woman's Coordinator Deidre
and let other groups get the "jump
KSA 19, SSX 0 -The "sleeper team" wraps up an unusual season.
and three games will be held in New Glisson. "The first game will
on them."
PAE 24, TEP 6 - The purple gang does it for pride.
York - on three days - "it won't probably be played November 16
Nov. 10 - Fae-staff 28, GC O- no real contest.
be a picnic," Clark commented.
or 17 of this month," she added .
RR 21, Thetas 18 - a close one, but the RR experience will prevail.
"We're the breather, the dog
One-hour practice clinics are
The playoffs: XA 12, Fae-Staff 6; TAU 18, Fae-Staff 19; TKE 19,
team, on everyone else's schedule," scheduled for Wednesday and
Fae-Staff 6 .
Clark quipped. Uniforms are due Thursday afternoons (Nov. 11
Winner: XA 7, Bombers 6; TAU 18, Bombers 12; TKE 21, Bombers
any day no~ . Ordered from St. and 12) at 4:00pm-5 :OOpm.
6; Fae-Staff 14, Bombers 13.
·
Louis, they will be black and gold.
"I hope we'll get them soon,"
alllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllUllllll=:
Coach Clark opined, "we'll sure
Some FTU students who had
look funny playing in our Fruit of
In Women's Intramural
the Looms."
Volleyball action, the Charlie recently bought their season tickets · 5 Season total 24-4, percent .853. §
November 6, 1970
"Let's wait and see ... let's not be Brown All- Stars meet Ty es at to see the Orlando Panthers' games i!
too optimistic .. ."
4:15, Tuesday, November 1 0. probably felt like stockholders in §
1. XA 6-1
§
Coach Clark has been coaching - Also on Tuesday the Busch Babies 1929 when rumors began spreading §
2 . TKE 5-1
§
for 20 years. A pessimist? "More a face Phrogs at 5 :OOpm . that the Panthers might stop §
3 . Fac/S 3-0
realist."
Intramural Volleyball playoffs playing altogether or at least cease §
4 . TAU 5-1
§
Really.
begin on Thursday, November 12 . to charge admission to their ev~nts. , §
5 . p AE 3-3
~
B e f o re any o ne b egi ns §
6 RR 3!1. ·
5
contemplating leaping off the 5
i. Bombers 4-0
5
balcony of the Library Building, §
8. GDI 4-1
-~
the-y may find comfort in the §
9. Thetas 2-1
5
assurance of Paul Cundiff, of the 5 .10. KSA 3-3
§
Panthers Football Club, that things iiiiHHlllllllllmlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllM
*TOURS
are no~ .looking much better than
they did 1ust recently.
I
I In a telephone conversation,
*REPAIRS
*SALES
The FTU weightlifting club will
, Cundiff said that the football
players were guaranteed only half host a state-wide power-lift meet at
*AIR
their salaries for last Saturday's the Winter Park WMCA. Tickets for
FREE** SCUBA COURSE WITH PURCHASE OF A COMPLETE
game but the response at the gate the meet are available in Mike
"'-..
~
...
DIVING OUTFIT.
was rewarding enough to allow the Stone's office in the Administration
building (Student Affairs Office) or
team members their full pay.
&lNDY BOWEN ANPJ)ACK .
FREE** ONE SCUBA COURSE EVERY MONTH. JUST STOP
He also said that the Chamber of in the Village Center.
BURKE FOUGHT Tf-IE
Commerce supported the team by
BY AND SIGN UP.
A volleyball clinic will be held
making a drive for ticket sales and
L...ONGE
ST FIGHT,,,. E.V&R
sold another 800 season tickets - a Wednesday and Thursday for those
Three (3) NAU I instructors on our staff.
UO
ROUNDS
- 7uR.S -19 M•Ns.
, boost to any team. Judging from participating in men's intramural
ftTWAS
RUL-EO
NO CONfEST~EN)
volleyball
during
the
fall
quarter
.
this fortunate turn of events,
\NE1ll4ER WAS A8L-E 10 (ONliNOE. j
STUDENTS DISCOUNTS
Cundiff said that he sees no changes Play begins November 16. Contact
in the Panthers' schedule or Ken Renner, director of
3465 Edgewater Dr., Orlando
intramurals, in PE building 101 for
425-8811 procedures.
details.
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Get Off The Ledge
Panthers Look Good
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SPORTS SHORTS
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FEARLESS TOP TEN
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Scott's Swim & Scuba School, Inc.

*RENTAL~

SPORTS. SHO RTS
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FOR SALE
~~~).

Beautiful
8 Acres
overlooking Lake Hayes.
Rolling pine land - quiet
country living just off Alafaya, 2
min. from FTU - 664'x520'.
Can be divided. Already Cleared.
644-3329.

-=:::::::::::::::::::::~;c.w..:w-~

WANTED

TU DENTS

Earn while you learn.
Part-time contact work. Promises
good money. invaluable experience
to those who qualify. For interview
call 671-9338 from 6 to 8 p.m.

fuTUre Classffieds
Old FuTUre Newspapers wanted. The
FuTUre will pay $1.00 to the first
person who brings in a Volume I
Number 5 edition of the FuTUre.

SERVICES
~mMf?F~:;:~8;:~:~::::::::::::::::::::

COMMUNISM exists only in
text? Only in Russia? Died in
the 50's? Poses no threat to our
Freedom? Practiced only by
violence? Answer all these false,
and know why.

AMERICAN OPINION
BOOKSTORE

1209 Edgewater Dr.
Bring some bread or some time

PERllONA..L

HAIR CUTS THE WAY

~'!,6~~~.-..!.~·~·!6!.!e~~--...,,....,,..eN-'611WU'Jl6

WANTED! ALIVE
and MOVING!
Need 5,000 students to get up off
their BUTTS J.1d support FTU!
Support your favorite mascot, your
favorite club, or just YOU! Just
support any THING! Make FTU
something! Be Active! If you don't
do anything ... Don't expect
anything! Reward is everlasting!

GLADYS
IS HERE
The FTU Blood Bank, sponsored
by TAU Fraternity, will be open
from 1-5 p.m. Monday. Donations
will be taken in the C Dorm lounge.
According to the Student Health
Center, students are taking good
advantage of this opportunity but
support from the faculty and staff
has been meager.
The Health Center reminds
everyone that the Blood Bank is
there for students, faculty, staff,
rand immediate families- in need of
its services.

YOU WANT THEM
AT

NATES BARBER SHOP
NEAREST BARBER TO FTU
Just North of University Drive-In
on Highway 50 Union Park

ASK ABOUT OUR GET ACQUAINTED OFFER

IMPORTED AUTO SERVICE

NO REPAIR OR SERVICE TOO SMALL O.R. TOO LARGE
"All makes Fiat to Rolls f?,oyce"

Lo

A
I

-i()i

I

--

SPECIALISTS IN TUNING FOR
Hours:
8 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Sat.9-5

PERFORMANC~

J-M 2~r!£,l~~Jd~ES
1 mile West of North Hwy. 441

PHONE '295-3533 . ' .

I
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Rock Springs

finances for pollution control.
·Florida voters denied the vote for

Drug

.___(c_o_n_ti_n_ue_d_fr_o_m_p_a_g_e_l>_' _ __. lS-year-olds.
Dennis Keeler, President of the
in the park; but how good some of FTU Young Republican Club,
the girls had looked the Sunday commented concerning the poor
before with their see-through turnout of the election, "It's notblouses and low cut hip-huggers.
that we don't trust the reporters,
There was no official word if the it's just that we have been shafted a.
parks would be re-opened this lot by the newspaper (FuTUre)."
Sunday; but chances were good
·
th ey wou ld b e since the threat to
Orange County's welfare seemed to
be abating.
(Continued fromPag_e 41

Kidnapping

IFC Trial
(Continued from page 1)
Powell, commenting on the
decision, noted that although he
had not listened to the tapes, "On
the assumption that my reports of
the hearing were correct, I feel that
the trial was held in accordance .
with what the law says. And that's
what they are there for."

I TKE's
caper

The turnout was very
disappointing with only 7% of the
student body participating in the
election. Returns clearly indicate
that those students who are
concerned with the problems of the
country are very few, conservative,
and Republican.
Students voted in favor of
amendments proposing the vote for
18-year-olds, majority rights for
18-year-olds, judicial reform, and

FuTi.Jre'~ Friday Girl

E~ucation

(Continued from Page 8)
community. Father O'Neill calls it
the "educational phase," designed
to inform the community on the
medical, legal and psychological
aspects of drug abuse.
The slate of . speakers includes
eminent medical and scientific
people chosen for their expertise in
their fields, such as Dr. Morris
Bernstein, psychiatrist with Mt.
Sinai Hospital in New York City.

bell for ransom once the
"This is the first coordinated
known to the public. effort to give the total drug
picture," says Father O'Neill.
The lectures will take place at the
Winter Park High School
auditorium, 2100 Summerfield
Road, on four successive Friday
evenings at 8 p.m. beginning Nov.
6.

I

The drug treatment facility is
en v·isioned as a place ~ere
ex-addicts will have an opportunity .
for complete rehabilitation. "We
will integrate them into the
community with work-study
programs, service-oriented projects,
tutorial projects, and work with
crippled children," Father O'Neill
says. "I have a terrific optimism on
life. I believe anyone can do
anything. One's only boundary is
his own mind and his own
imagination."

ei_ght county legislation

co~tests t.he university's voters
chose Republican. Democrats Bill
Fulford and Robert Milburn won
the actual elections for state
representatives from the 40th and
44th districts, respectively. The list
of Republican victors include:
Eugene C. Mooney for the 38th,
Harvey W. Mathews for the 39th,
Walter Sims for the 41st, William D.
Gorman for the 42nd, Lewis S.
Earle for the 43rd and William L.
Gibson for the 45th district. The
newly elected County Solicitor is
Republican Rom W. Powell:
supported by the mock vote.
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beca~e

(Continued from Page 8)
In all

re

Cathy Janner ("C.J." to her lucky friends) is this week's. FuTUre's
Friday Girl. Cathy, 18, is a sophomore in Social Sciences who was just
admitted as a sister to Tri-K. If you can,t find her around the FTU
campus then she,ll probably be at the beach, which she loves, or slaving
over the hot VW that she likes to tinker with. Hint: when you do find
her, bring her some doughnuts and talk about stamps - her interest in
both is insatiable. (FOR GIRLS ONLY -..._Jf you see our roving
photographer coming near this week, be sure to smile. You may be next
week's FuTUre's Friday Girl.

DO OUR THINGI

SALE
SEE THE
FINEST MAKES
IN MEN'S & WOMEN'S
APPAREL, ALL AT A
GREAT REDUCTION

'THE~,,~

245 S. Maitland Ave., Maitland
(kitty-korner from Post Office)

Open 9:.30 - 5:30

645-0878

HWY. 436 AT ALOMA AVE. • WINT.ER PARK
CONWAV CENTER e OR LANDO

Speakers For The House.

• •

...or the home of one who really knows.

II

I

BOSE
The Model 901 Direct/Reflecting Speaker System
is so astonishing, it's owners have hugged 'em and kissed 'em.

The Amazing Quest of Dr. Amar G. Bose ...
Professor of Electrical Engineering, here revealed for the world to
understand! Dr. Bose loves music. He frequents Symphony Hall in Boston,
and was a ~tudent of the violin. But Or. Bose (a hi-fi enthusiast, too)
could not equate what he heard in concert.halls with the music
reproduction of commercial speakers. So he put all his skill, knowledge
and resources (extensive, alt) into the designing of a perfect speaker.
Sparing you most of the scientific-engineering-type details (see Audio,
12/68, for the whole story) he succeeded ... and you can possess the
results of these years of research.
The Bose Model 901 Direct/Reflecting
Speaker System. You're not just getting
speakers - you're getting a legend,
and a .piece of history.
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$476~00/pair, with

I

i

equalizer, less textbooks

Winter Park

